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Bricks or barrels? Pre-fab or pour your own? How do you decide what to make your heater out of?

Are they all safe? Do they all really work with the same efficiency?What works best? Ever ask

yourself that question?When it comes to build a rocket heater have you considered what type of

building materials would make for the best burn chamber?Are you good with brickwork? We

weren't.Ever use refractory cement? We hadn't.What do the pros build with? Is there a plug and

play type of system?Well, welcome to our world. Inside this booklet are various versions of burn

chambers currently be used by backyard builders to the pros.Written by Ray & Randi Dudley,

authors of "Lessons from Our Rocket Mass Heater", this is a primer for folks that have never built a

heater and are just starting their research. PACKED with photos, links, websites, stats and

resources we take a look at everything from the tried and true brick builds to the cutting edge

materials and shapes employed by the innovators and pros. We present the pros and cons plus we

talk about things like cost, ease of use and we even look at some unique builds.
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I have been researching rocket stoves and rocket mass heaters. I have a wood burning stove and a

fireplace. I would like to either convert my stove, convert my fireplace, build a new stove, build a

rocket mass heater or combine some of these options. This book had high recommendations so I

tried it. I was very impressed. It was a simple guide to various designs as well as having links to

resources that will help with any questions you might have. The e-version is better because of all

the readily available links. I believe it is an excellent book.I donâ€™t know about you, but I depend

very heavily on reviews that are posted on . Even if I am purchasing an item elsewhere, I read what

the reviewers here have to say. I want to help others by providing reviews that give detailed

personal experience about the products that I buy on .I received this item at a discounted price in

exchange for my testing, inspecting and reviewing it. I received no compensation for my review and

state my honest and unbiased opinion of the product. My words and the rating I provided are my

own and are based on my own personal experience with this item.

the e-version is best because of the interactive links. Although, I have both the paper version next to

my bed, and the e-version on my Kindle. :-) (my landlord was frowning at the idea of building one in

my apartment .. even though the floor is a concrete slab). sigh.

This was a great overview. I have read their book, been examining the RMH on the web and read

foundational books by Ianto, and Eric and Ernie already, but this booklet added a simple guide to

various designs as well as resources that will engage to help you with your project questions. Short

and excellent info...

I bought this book to try and learn about different rocket mass heater burners. While the book does

show some different stove types there isn't any type of testing or evaluation. Being interested in

building a rocket mass heater this is what I had hoped to learn here.

This could use more details of the science and design considerations.

A down to earth look at different types of burn chambers for rocket stoves to include theory of

operation and pitfalls to avoid. Superbly done.

Excellent book. It has a lot of information about rocket mass heaters. If you are considering one, this

should be required reading.



It was a good read. Pictures helped me,sketch my own burn chamber and designed for the DIY

homesteader which I am.
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